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A very interesting application for DC distribution networks
more

is represented by industrial plants using electrical drives for

important for different kind of users. In particular, for industrial

woodworking. Indeed, in these plants, many electrical drives

customers it represents a key factor for the productiveness and

are used to move the wood pieces, horizontally and vertically

Abstract-Power

quality

is

becoming

more

and

the efficiency. Also, the wide diffusion of electronic loads implies
a

spread

use

of

power

electronics.

In

this

scenario,

and to work them. At present, each drive is supplied by the

DC

AC network, usually at low voltage, distributed in the plant.

distribution networks are a suitable solution for solving problems
of power quality both for the customer and for the supplier. In

So, each drive is equipped with its rectifier and with a ballast

the paper, the opportunity of using a DC distribution network

resistance for allowing electrical braking of the motors. In this

inside a woodworking plant is analyzed. A network configuration

way all the energy regenerated during the braking phases is

and a control strategy are proposed and verified by means of

dissipated on the resistances. This has two drawbacks; the first

numerical simulations and experimental tests.

one is connected with the energy wasting, while the second
one is due to the heat produced in the rack containing the

Index Terms- DC power systems, electrical storage systems,

drive. The consecutive phases of acceleration and deceleration

peak shaving, woodworking plants

occurring in the normal working of the plant cause a
significant increment of the temperature inside the racks and

I. INTRODUCTION

make necessary the cooling of the same racks. The possibility

In recent years the power quality (PQ) required by the

of recovering this energy is, therefore, very important because

electric users is more and more increasing. In particular for
industrial loads and for datacenters the PQ assumes a very
high importance [1]-[3]. Moreover, the growing diffusion of

proposed [6]. The introduction of a DC network to supply the

harmonics in the distribution network. A possible solution to

drives of the plant would imply different advantages of those

these problems can be represented by "DC islands" supplying

above mentioned. First of all, all the rectifiers could be

dedicated loads or little plants [4]-[5].
introduction

of

small DC

distribution

substituted by only one front end converter. This converter

networks

could be an active front end if it would be necessary the

presents different advantages:
•

inversion of the power flows, or, in most cases, it could be

An higher PQ that has to be ensured only with the

realized with a traditional diode bridge. The second important

stability of the voltage level;
•

The easier possibility of connecting storage systems;

•

The intrinsic plug and play due to the possibility of
connecting

devices

without

the

need

advantage is connected with the possibility of introducing
only one storage system connected on the DC network that
could be used by all the drives of the plant. Moreover, if there

of Phase

is not a synchronism between different drives, the delay

Locking Loop (PLL) algorithms;
•

between them can smooth the global power diagram reducing

The possibility of eliminating the input rectifiers

the size of the storage system and of the input rectifier. The

from all the loads equipped with them;
•

cooling systems allocated inside each rack. For this reasons,
some solutions with a storage system on the DC bus are

power electronics implies the presence of big amplitude

The

it allows also the reduction or even the elimination of the

introduction of the storage system can be also used to ensure a

The capability of energy recovering.

high power quality network to the drive. In this way, the
efficiency of each drive is increased and the continuity of the
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supply line is also ensured when occurring main grid faults.
In this paper a DC distribution network for a woodworking
plant is taken into account. Starting from the actual power
demand the hypothesis of introducing the DC network will be
analyzed. A control strategies for the front end converter and
for the storage systems will be proposed. The results will be
then

analysed

and

validated

by

simulations and experimental results.

means

of

numerical

2

II. ApPLICATION CHARACTERISTICS

The working cycle lasts l.9 seconds with an acceleration
phase (maximum power absorbed 3.5 kW), a constant speed

In a woodworking plant three types of loads are present:
1.

Auxiliary

loads

(as

illumination,

phase

building

conditioning, control units, personal computers, and
Motion drives (for positioning of the wood pieces);

3.

Tool drives (for cutters, planners, lathes and so on).

supply

chain

can lead

to

stop

and a

braking phase

an interesting energy recovery. Moreover, the power diagram
requested to the main grid can be significantly shaved.

are very important for a woodworking plant. Indeed an
the

W)

therefore, how a storage action on the DC system can lead to

The PQ in terms of voltage stability and supply continuity
interruption of

absorbed 700

absorbed during one cycle is lower than 200 W. It is clear,

so on);
2.

(power

(maximum power regenerated 1.7 kW). The mean power

III. CONTROL STRATEGY

in

manufacturing procedures with consequent losses of the

Considering the plant scheme of Fig. 1 a control strategy of

pieces under working. Moreover, the presence of many

the different devices has been studied with the following

rectifiers implies an injection of high values current harmonics

goals:

in the AC supply network. This causes, from one side the

•

to obtain an high PQ on the DC bus;

reduction of the efficiency of the plant and, from the other

•

to ensure the continuity of the service under main

side, the interference between the different drives. In addition,

fault condition;

the electrical supplier gives limits to the distortion of the

•

current absorbed and so it makes necessary to use filters for

to reduce the maximum power absorbed by the main
grid.

each drive. The costs of the plant increase and the voltage

In order to achieve a high PQ on the DC network it is

drops become significant when impulsive loads are connected.

necessary to have a very fast storage system capable of

A good solution for all these problems is represented by a

covering the dynamic requests of the loads [7]. In particular,

DC distribution network feeding all the drives of the plant.

during all the acceleration and braking phases of the power

The connection of more than one drive on the same DC bus

diagram of Fig. 1 the alternative component of the power has

shaves the power diagram absorbed by the rectifier reducing

to be supplied by this storage system. Moreover, it should give

the maximum power requested to the AC network and

the principal contribution during transients consequent to the

reducing the disturbances injected in the same network. The

connection of impulsive loads, as the tool drives.

presence of only one rectifier allows the use of only one filter

In order to ensure the service continuity when main faults

for reducing current harmonics. Moreover, with only one

occur the storage system must be capable of supplying the

storage system it is possible to ensure a high quality network

whole requested power for all the time during which the AC

to all the drives ensuring at the same time the continuity when

network is off.

main grid faults occur. The energy injected by the storage

The two exigencies are different because the first one needs

system contributes also to slow the dynamic requested to the

a storage unit with high power density while the second one

AC grid reducing the disturbance on the AC side.

needs a storage unit with high energy density. So, the storage

In order to test the effectiveness of using a DC network to

device should present high values of both power and energy

supply a woodworking plant, a typical load profile has been

densities. A possibility to achieve such a storage system is

simulated. According with the three marks reported above the

combining

load is composed by a constant component, a component

characteristics [8]-[9]. In particular, the storage system can be

different

devices

with

different

technical

taking into account the motion drives and an impulsive

realized using supercapacitors and batteries [10]-[11]. In this

component (simulating the tool drives).

way the high dynamics are covered using the supercapacitors

For what concerns the motion drives, some experimental

while the slow dynamics and the service continuity are

tests have been conducted in a real plant and the absorbed

guaranteed by the batteries. In order to exploit the best

power vs time has been measured. In Fig. 1 this power

performances by both the devices, two dedicated DC/DC

diagram is reported.

converters are used for connecting them to the DC bus.
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As above said, the interface converter with the AC network
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the possibility of managing bidirectional power

2.

the possibility of absorbing the AC currents with a

flows;

I,-

reduced THD and with unitary power factor;

,

;

1.

3.

the possibility of regulating the dynamic answer of
the converter.
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The point 1 is important if regeneration is necessary when
all the storage systems are full charged. To face this situation

Fig. I. Power diagram of motion drives

it is necessary to equip the DC network with a ballast
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resistance or to use an Active Front End. The point 2 allows

has been modeled with a unitary transfer function.

the reduction of the passive filters on the AC network and the

For the batteries it has been used a simplification of some

reduction of the costs of reactive power. In this way the cost

models reported in literature [15]-[16]. Using this model, the

of the active front end is compensated by the lower filter cost

dynamic answer of the batteries can be taken into account.

and by the running costs of the plant. Finally, the point 3

The equivalent electrical scheme is reported in Fig. 4.

allows to slow down the dynamic of the main grid so that all

c

the transients are covered by the dedicated storage system
Introducing the active front end, the batteries and the
supercapacitors the electrical scheme of the plant is reported
in Fig. 2.
AC network
iAC

RF 4:

Fig. 4. Batteries equivalent electrical scheme

For the supercapacitors a detailed model has been used.
This model, deeply studied in [17]-[18], is capable of

Fig. 2. Electrical scheme of the plant

modeling all the phenomena occurring in supercapacitors but
the

For the proposed scheme, the load is supplied by three

self-discharge.

The

equivalent

electrical

scheme

is

reported in Fig. 5.

devices: the front end, the supercapacitor device and the
batteries. It is obvious that the mean power has to be supplied
by the AC network while the transients should be covered by

C(V)

C(V)

2

2

�{)---

the storage devices. In particular, the supercapacitors should
cover the fast transients while the batteries should act on long
time scale (for example when the AC network is absent). It is
also necessary to take the storage systems around a desired

2r(V)

state of charge so that they are ready to face the coming

1',/ C(V)

transients. A simple control law exploiting this issue is

2r(V)
n'tr'C(V)

presented in [12]. For this control law the storage devices are
controlled using the control scheme reported in Fig. 3.

...

v sc(t)

Fig.5. Supercapacitors electrical equivalent scheme

The load of Fig. 1 has been simulated. After ten seconds,
an impulsive load of 9 kW has been connected. At time t=30 s
the same load is disconnected from the DC bus. In Fig. 7 the
DC bus voltage is reported. The DC voltage reference for all
the converters is the rated voltage of the network equal to 380

Fig. 3. Control scheme of each storage device

V.

The active front end is controlled on a rotating frame. The

384
,

direct component of the current is controlled for imposing the

deb",

[V]

382

active power while the quadrature component is put to zero to
absorb power with a unitary power factor [13]-[14]. The

380

feedback chain is very slow, in comparison to the control
chains of the storage systems, in order to cover only the

378

medium power request.
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IV. MODELING AND NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

t
10

The control strategy proposed in the previous section has
been tested by means of numerical simulations in
@
@
@
Matlab Simulink SimPowerSystem environment. As first
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Fig. 6. DC bus voltage

The voltage variation is limited to ±1% thanks to the

step, the components of the system have been modeled.
The three converters are modeled without taking into
account the switching phenomena because the observation
time is very long. So, the current feedback chain, see Fig. 3,
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coordinated action of all the converters.

The different

contribution of the different devices during the transients is
evidenced in Fig. 7 where the powers supplied by each

4

guaranteed.

converter are reported.
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Fig. 9. Batteries state of charge

Fig. 7. Power supplied by the three devices

The alternative component of the power required by the

384'

moving drive is covered by the supercapacitors while the front

383
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Vtkbu...
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end converter supplies only the mean power. When the step
load is connected at time t=1 Os and when it is disconnected at
time

t = 30 s

the

quickest

intervention

is

of

the

supercapacitors. Their contribution (blue line) lasts some
seconds and then the batteries (green line) start to supply the
front end converter goes to cover the power request. The
control law ensures also the self-recharge of the two storage
systems. In Fig. 8 and 9 the voltage of the supercapacitors and
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Fig. 10. DC bus voltage

the batteries SOC are reported.
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Fig. I I. Power supplied by the devices

Fig. 8. Supercapacitors voltage

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The reference voltage for the supercapacitors is 220 V. It is
clear that the supercapacitors keeps the desired state of charge

A test network has been realized in the laboratories of RSE

when there is no voltage drop on the DC bus while they reach

in Milan (Italy). The test network is a DC micro-grid with a

a reduced value (210 V) when the step load is connected and

voltage level of 400V; it is composed of a front-end ACIDC

the DC bus is at lower voltage. The same behavior, with

converter, a photovoltaic field emulator, several energy

slower dynamic, can be observed looking at the batteries

storage systems, two controllable loads, and a control

soc.

management system enabling the efficient use of the different

The second simulation has been realized simulating a

energy sources Fig. 12 shows the conceptual scheme of the

network disconnection at time t = 5 s. In Fig. 10 the DC bus

DC distribution micro-grid structure a LV DC test facility to

voltage is reported. When the network is disconnected the DC

be extensively employed to experimentally validate the

bus voltage practically doesn't vary. Also when the step load

simulation results on the effects of some typical transients on

is connected the voltage variation is limited and comparable

the voltage DC bus stability. The rated power of the front end

with that of Fig. 6. The batteries have to face the whole step

converter is 100 kW. The energy storage system is composed

load and they will discharge for all the time. In Fig. 11 the

by i) two ZEBRA batteries each one with a peak power of 32

power contributions of the two devices is reported. It is clear

kW, a capacity of 64 Ah and an open circuit voltage of 279 V;

that the system continue its working keeping the same power

ii) two supercapacitor banks each constituted of 24 modules

quality during the transients. The continuity of the service is

(30 kW for 4 s) with a maximum voltage of 384 V. A 30 kW
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photovoltaic emulator and two programmable purely resistive

batteries

load-banks are also installed in the DC micro-grid; the two

disconnected, automatically start to supply the load.

load units can provide a total load of 60 kW with step sizes of

5

I kW More details about the network are reported in [19]
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Fig. 12. Schematic of electric circuit of the LV DC micro-grid.

On the test network the load profile used for the
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simulations has been tested. In Fig. 13 the measured DC bus

8000 ,--,---,----,---,

voltage during the test is reported. The voltage variation is
limited in the same range of the numerical simulation. In Fig.
14 the contribution of the three devices is reported. It is clear
the different dynamics of the devices. At the beginning of the
test the batteries are recharging drawing from the network 2
kW. When the step load is connected, at time t

=

32 s, the

batteries help the front end converter in facing the power
demand. The dynamic component of the moving drive is
covered, essentially, by the supercapacitors that give also the
first support during the transients consequent to the step load
Fig. 16. Power supplied by the devices

connection and disconnection.

Finally, the last test is reported to show the system
capability of facing the step load also when the network is
absent. When the network is supplied only by the storage
systems, the step load is connected at the time t
disconnected at t

=

=

32s and

48s. In Fig. 17 and 18 the DC bus voltage

and the power supplied by the two units are reported.
385 ,----,----,------,---,------,----,
V [Vl

380

. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . ,. . .... . .. . .. . .. . .... . .. . �.....

Fig. 13. DC bus voltage

In order to verify the behaviour of the system when a grid
fault occurs the test with AC grid disconnection has been
carried out at t

=

22s. As shown in Fig. 15 there is not a

significant voltage drop also if the batteries were recharging

40

themselves at the time instant of the failure. Indeed, in Fig. 16,
Fig. 17. DC bus voltage

where the power contributions are reported, it is clear as the
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